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ABSTRACT The variable-period x-ray standing wave (XSW) technique is emerging as a powerful tool for studying membrane
structure. However, two significant problems arise when the method is used to characterize membranes of thickness dL 
100 Å. First, the surface roughness, r, of the supporting reflecting mirror convolutes with the intrinsic half-width of the marker
atom distribution in the membrane, in, and contributes to an apparent half-width, , which is measured in the XSW
experiment. Here we show how the latter terms are related quantitatively [in  (
2  r
2)1/2], such that rough mirrors give rise
to larger marker atom distribution widths, , and how the required quantity in can be determined in the XSW measurement.
Second, when the mean position of the marker atom layer, z, is close to one or both boundaries of the membrane, its
distribution function is truncated at the boundary. In such cases, we show why marker atom distribution should be expressed
in terms of its first and second moments. We also demonstrate by numerical simulations of realistic samples how the physical
parameters, r, , z, and dL, affect x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence yield profiles as an aid in their interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
The utility of the variable-period x-ray standing wave
(XSW) method for characterizing the structure and dynamic
properties of membranes has been demonstrated (Bedzyk et
al., 1988, 1989, 1990; Wang et al., 1991, 1992, 1994a;
Kirchner et al., 1995). X-ray standing waves come about as
a result of the interference of an incident x-ray beam and a
coherently reflected x-ray beam from a reflecting mirror
surface. In the course of a so-called -scan, where the angle
between the sample and the incident beam, , is changed,
the XSW nodes and antinodes pass through a mirror-sup-
ported adlayer incorporating a marker atom, usually but not
always a heavy (high atomic number) atom (Wang and
Caffrey, 1995), giving rise to minima and maxima, respec-
tively, in the corresponding x-ray fluorescence yield profile.
From this profile, information about the spatial distribution
of the marker atom can be obtained.
In early variable-period XSW experiments (Bedzyk et al.,
1988, 1989; Wang et al., 1991, 1992), the model membrane
films used typically ranged in thickness from several hun-
dred to about a thousand angstroms. The average position,
z (the z direction being normal to the mirror plane), of
marker atoms in the marker atom layer above the reflecting
mirror were on the same length scale, with an associated
spread (half-width at half-height) of 10–20 Å (Wang et al.,
1991, 1994a). The technique has also been used to examine
more biologically relevant systems, such as phospholipid
membranes and membrane-associated proteins (Wang et al.,
1994b). Such studies require applying the method to rela-
tively thin adlayers with z dimensions approaching that of
the cell membrane, on the order of 50–100 Å. However, in
these studies, the interpretation of the experimental data
becomes more difficult for two reasons. First, a large mirror
surface roughness can lead to a marker atom distribution
width within the host membrane large enough to be com-
parable to z. It is necessary then to deconvolute the intrin-
sic distribution width of the marker atoms in the film from
the measured total distribution. In the current study, we
describe the basis for this and how it can be done. The
second problem arises as a result of marker atom distribu-
tions being truncated by the adlayer boundary. Usually,
when the marker atoms are distributed inside a lipid film
that is far from the film boundaries, a Gaussian with a mean
position, g, and standard deviation, g, is used to describe
the marker atom distribution (Bedzyk et al., 1989; Wang et
al., 1994a, b; Kirchner et al., 1995). However, when the
marker atom layer in the film is close to the film boundaries
(which is often the case when the adlayer is as thin as
several tens of angstroms), i.e., when (dL  g)/g  1 or
g/g  1 (dL is the organic film thickness), the Gaussian
is truncated by the boundaries. In this case, quite different
values of g and g can yield very similar fluorescence
yield profiles (see below). An obvious consequence is that
the method becomes less sensitive to marker atom distribu-
tion features. The purpose of this paper is to understand and
solve these two problems, so that the variable-period XSW
technique can be successfully applied to a greater range of
thin films, and especially to the more biologically relevant
systems where problems of this type are encountered.
The basic theory governing reflection and refraction of
x-rays in stratified media, with ideally flat interfaces devoid
of interfacial roughness, is well established (Parrat, 1954).
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In the field of x-ray reflectivity, problems associated with
surface roughness have been discussed extensively (Nevot
and Croce, 1980; Cowley and Ryan, 1987; Sinha et al.,
1988; Vidal et al., 1988; Penfold and Thomas, 1990; Di-
etrich and Haase, 1995). Surface and interfacial roughness
effects on x-ray and neutron scattering and on x-ray fluo-
rescence in solid multilayers and layered synthetic micro-
structures have also been discussed (de Boer, 1991, 1994,
1995, 1996; Krol et al., 1988). In the current application, we
extend the discussion of interfacial roughness effects on
x-ray scattering/fluorescence to the variable-period XSW
technique. Specifically, we show how substrate surface
roughness is convoluted into marker atom distribution
width, and how the intrinsic distribution width can be ex-
tracted from the measured width.
Our report is organized as follows. First, the basic theory
of x-ray scattering/reflectivity at flat and at rough interfaces
is reviewed in brief. The problems introduced by interfacial
roughness are then discussed. After this, numerical simula-
tions are used to show how marker atom distribution fea-
tures (mean position, distribution width), total adlayer thick-
ness, and mirror roughness affect the x-ray reflectivity and
fluorescence profiles.
THEORY
The theory of x-ray scattering at flat interfaces is well
established. Elements of this theory as it applies to the XSW
method are summarized below. Additional details can be
found in the appropriate references (Parrat, 1954; Wang,
1994).
Refractive indices of electromagnetic media in
the x-ray regime
When x-rays travel from one electromagnetic medium to
another with a different refractive index, scattering takes
place at the interface. The refractive index of an electro-
magnetic medium for x-rays can be written as
n 1  i, (1)
where  is the refractive index decrement and  is the
absorption index. Both  and  are small quantities ( is on
the order of 105 or smaller, and typically / 	 0.1 for
hard x-rays).  and  are calculated as follows:   (f0 
	f 
)NAre
2/2 and   (	f )NAre
2/2  
/(4), where
NA (Å3) is atom number density; re ( 2.8  105 Å) is
the classical Thompson radius of the electron; 
 (Å) is the
x-ray wavelength; f0, 	f 
, 	f  are the normal, resonance,
and absorption scattering factors, respectively; and 
(cm1) is the linear absorption coefficient of the material
for x-rays. The critical angle, c, of an x-ray reflecting
mirror is customarily defined such that for x-rays striking
the mirror from air at c, the angle of refraction is zero. For
x-rays entering medium 2 (n2  1    i, 2  0) from
air (n1  1, 1  c), Snell’s law (n1 cos 1  n2 cos 2)
yields the following relation, when the minuscule  term is
neglected:
cos c 1 , (2)
such that
c cos11   21/2,   1. (3)
c is a very important quantity as far as variable-period
XSWs are concerned, in that it characterizes the x-ray
optical property of a material, as will be shown below.
X-ray electric field and fluorescence intensity for
systems with flat interfaces
The angle of refraction of an x-ray beam striking a surface
or interface in a multilayer system at a grazing incident
angle, 1, in an arbitrary mth layer, can be calculated by
using Snell’s law as (Parrat, 1954; Wang, 1994)
m 1
2 2m 2im1/2, m 1, . . . , N (4)
where N is the total number of layers, and m is the index of
the layer. Equation 4 is used in deriving formulas below
(Eqs. 5–19), which are used to calculate x-ray reflectivity
and electric field intensity.
Two-layer system with a single flat interface
The simplest system of this type consists of a single flat
interface separating two media, as in Fig. 1. The amplitudes
of the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric fields are
E1, E1R, and E2, respectively. Because 1 is the angle that is
actually adjusted in the XSW experiment, and is used
throughout our theoretical discussions, we will refer to it
hereafter simply as . Note that 1  1  0 for a vacuum
and that 1  0 and 1  0 for air. Using the continuity of
the electric and magnetic fields at the interface, and the
FIGURE 1 Reflection and refraction (transmission) of x-rays at an in-
terface between vacuum (air) and a mirror. k1 and k1R are, respectively, the
incident and reflected wave vectors of the x-rays in vacuum (air), and k2 is
the refracted wave vector in the mirror. 1   is the incident angle, and
2 is the angle of refraction. E1, E1R, and E2 are the electric fields of the
incident, reflected, and refracted (transmitted) x-rays, respectively, all of
which are perpendicular to the incident (x-z) plane. The refractive index, n,
of the two media is also indicated in the figure. qz is the z component of the
momentum transfer in vacuum (air).
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definition in Eq. 4, the reflection coefficient is given by
(Parrat, 1954)
r
E1R
E1

  2
  2

 2 22 2i21/2
  2 22 2i21/2
, (5)
where 2 is the refractive angle in medium 2. The reflec-
tivity is
R r2. (6)
The amplitude of an x-ray standing wave electric field at
position z above a mirror surface is given by the superpo-
sition of the incident and reflected x-ray electric field: E 
E1R  E1. The corresponding intensity is (Bedzyk et al.,
1989)
I, z E1R E12
 I01 R 2R1/2cos 2z/D,
(7)
where I0 is the intensity of the incident x-ray beam;() (
tan1[Im(r())/Re(r())]) is the phase shift between the
reflected and incident rays; Im(r()) and Re(r()) are the
imaginary and real part of r(), respectively; and D() (

/(2 sin)) is the period of the standing wave field corre-
sponding to the distance between two adjacent nodes (or
antinodes) in the XSW electric field. Consequently, the
period at c is the critical period, Dc ( 
/(2sin c)). D()
can be viewed as the unit length of the standing wave field
“yardstick” used to measure marker atom layer position. For
the gold mirrors used in typical XSW experiments (c 
7.73 mrad) and x-rays with an energy of 9.8 keV (
 1.265
Å) (Itri et al., 1997), Dc  82 Å. Note that in this single
interface case, the standing wave electric field intensity,
I(, z), and the measured reflectivity, R(), are directly
related, as indicated in Eq. 7. The relationship between
electric field intensity and the measured reflectivity for
multilayer systems is more complex, as shown below. Once
the electric field intensity in Eq. 7 has been determined, the
x-ray fluorescence yield from the marker atoms can be
obtained by using the following integration:
  zI, zdz. (8)
where (z) is the distribution function of the marker atoms
in the organic adlayer in the z direction.
Multilayer system with flat interfaces
In real samples of the type studied in this group by means of
the variable-period XSW technique, marker atoms are usu-
ally incorporated into lipid and/or protein molecules. This
means that, in practice, we deal with multilayer systems
(consisting of air, organic adlayer, reflecting mirror, and
other support materials) in XSW experiments. When there
are multiple flat interfaces in the system, the electric field
intensities are best calculated by using the recursion formula
(Parrat, 1954). Consequently, the mathematics are more
complicated, and an understanding of the effects of various
physical parameters on x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence
yield relies heavily on numerical calculations, as detailed
below. Here we review the relevant analytical formulas.
For any three adjacent layers in an N-layer system (see
Fig. 2), the Fresnel reflection coefficient, Fm1,mR , and trans-
mission coefficient, Fm1,mT , are defined, respectively, as
Fm1,mR 
m1 m
m1 m
, (9)
and
Fm1,mT 
2m1
m1 m
, m 1, . . . , N, (10)
where m1 and m are calculated using Eq. 4. Defining the
effective reflection coefficient at interface (m, m  1) as
rm,m1  EmR/Em, it has been shown that the following
recursion formula holds for the coefficients rm1,m and
rm,m1 (Parrat, 1954):
rm1,m
Fm1,mR  rm,m1exp2ik1mdm
1 Fm1,mR rm,m1exp2ik1mdm
, (11)
where k1 ( 2/
) is the wave vector in air, and dm is the
thickness of layer m measured in the z direction. Starting
from the bottom layer with rN,N1, and repeatedly using Eq.
11, the measured reflectivity at the air/multilayer interface is
R1,2 r1,22. (12)
Next, the electric field intensity, Im(, z), at position z
above interface (m, m 1) is calculated as the superposition
FIGURE 2 Ray trace diagram of x-rays for three adjacent layers (m 1,
m, and m  1) in a multilayer system. Am1,mi represents the complex
amplitude of the incident x-rays striking interface (m  1, m) from layer
(m  1); Am1,mR,(0) represents the complex amplitude of x-rays reflected
directly from interface (m  1, m) back into layer (m  1) without
penetrating layer m; Am1,mR,(1) represents the complex amplitude of x-rays
transmitted back into layer (m  1) from interface (m  1, m) after
traveling once into and then back out of layer m. Am,m1i and Am,m1R,(0) refer
to layers m and m  1 in the same way that Am1,mi and Am1,mR,(0) refer to
layers (m  1) and m. The origin of the z coordinate is at the interface (m,
m  1). The thickness of layer m is dm. The amplitude of the electric field
in layer m is Em(0) just above the (m, m  1) interface and Em(dm) just
below the (m  1, m) interface. The electric fields in layers (m  1) and
(m  1) are Em1 and Em1, respectively.
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of the electric field of the incident and reflected x-rays in
layer m (Wang, 1994):
Im, z Emdm2exp2k1Bmdmexp2k1Bmz
 Rm,m1exp2k1Bmz
 2Rm,m11/2cosmR  2k1Amz, (13)
where mR ( tan1[Im(rm,m1)/Re(rm,m1)]) is the phase
shift between the reflected and incident rays; Am  Re(m),
Bm  Im(m), and
Rm,m1 rm,m12, (14)
is the reflectivity at the (m, m  1) interface. Em(dm) is the
amplitude of the electric field below interface (m  1, m)
and at a distance dm above interface (m, m  1) in layer m.
Before describing how Em(dm) is calculated, it is useful to
define the effective transmission coefficient as
tm1,m Emdm/Em1dm1. (15)
Then, tm1,m can be calculated as (Wang, 1994)
tm1,m 1 Fm1,mR rm1,mexpik1m1dm1/Fm1,mT .
(16)
Starting from the very top air/multilayer interface with
Em1  E1, the electric field Em(dm) can be calculated as
Emdm E1 
j2
m
tj1,j . (17)
Equations 13–17 can be used to calculate the electric field
intensity at an arbitrary position in a multilayer system.
For typical samples used in XSW experiments, marker
atoms are incorporated into organic thin films on solid
substrates, which constitute, respectively, the second (m 
2) and third (m 3) layers in a multilayer system. (We note
that the marker atom layer can be neglected as a layer in
these applications because it has an insignificant effect on
the standing-wave electric field (Wang, 1994). Therefore, it
is worthwhile to present the formulas used to calculate the
electric field intensities in such a system.) Because the
absorption index of a lipid is much smaller than its refrac-
tive index decrement, i.e., 2/2  0.001 (Wang et al.,
1992), to a very good approximation, we can set 2  0.
Then, from Eqs. 3 and 4 and 13–17, for   2c, A2 
(2  2c2 )1/2, B2  0, and the electric field intensity inside
the organic adlayer is
I2, z E2d221 R2,3 2R2,31/2cos2R
 2k1z2 2c2 1/2,   2c,
(18)
where R2,3() is the reflectivity at the lipid/mirror interface
(Eq. 14), and d2 ( dL) is the thickness of the organic
adlayer. Correspondingly, for  	 2c, B2  (2c2  2)1/2
and A2  0. Therefore,
I2, z E2d22exp2k1d22c2  21/2
 1/W R2,3W 2R2,31/2,  	 2c,
(19)
where W  exp(2k1z(2c2  2)1/2). Note that in this
angular range ( 	 2c), the electric field intensity I2(, z)
changes exponentially with z, and not as a cosine function as
in Eq. 18. Therefore, instead of a standing-wave field, an
evanescent wave field is formed inside the organic adlayer
below its critical angle. Physically, this arises because of the
fact that “total” external reflection occurs at the air/adlayer
interface, and x-rays incident at  	 2c can penetrate the
adlayer with an exponentially decreasing intensity, thereby
forming the evanescent wave field.
It is evident that the electric field intensity I2(, z) in Eqs.
18 and 19 and the measured reflectivity, R1,2(), are not
directly related, as they are in Eq. 7 for a single interface.
Rather, they are indirectly related through the intermediate
quantity R2,3() (Eq. 14). To show quantitatively how the
lipid adlayer changes the relationship between the x-ray
reflectivity and XSW electric field intensity, a calculation of
the angular dependence of reflectivity, R(), and of the
electric field intensity, I(, z), measured at z  50 Å above
a bare flat gold mirror surface in air is presented in Fig. 3.
For comparison, we also show the corresponding calcula-
tion of the reflectivity, R1,2(), and intensity, I2(, z  50
Å), for the same gold mirror upon which is deposited a
100-Å-thick Langmuir-Blodgett film. The two reflectivity
curves are very similar and differ by less than 5% over the
FIGURE 3 The effect of an organic adlayer on a mirror surface on x-ray
reflectivity and standing-wave electric field intensity. Reflectivity, R()
(solid line), and standing-wave electric field intensity, I(, z) (solid circles)
at z  50 Å above the gold mirror surface, were calculated using Eqs. 5–7
for a flat, two-layer (air/gold on bulk silicon) system. Similar reflectivity,
R1,2() (dashed line), and intensity, I2(, z) (open circles) at z  50 Å
calculations using Eqs. 11–12 and 18–19 were performed for a three-layer
system consisting of air/lipid/gold on bulk silicon. The values used in the
calculations: organic adlayer thickness, dL 100 Å; gold mirror thickness,
dgold  1000 Å; refractive indices for gold,   2.99  105,   2.20 
106; for the organic adlayer,   2.50  106,   2.24  109; and for
bulk silicon,   3.80  106,   4.00  107 (Itri et al., 1997). The
critical angle of the gold mirror is c 7.73 mrad (indicated by the arrow),
and that of the lipid adlayer is 2c  2.24 mrad. The x-ray wavelength is

  1.265 Å.
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entire angular range studied. In contrast, the two electric
field intensity curves for I2(, z) and I(, z) are quite dis-
tinct. Besides other, more subtle differences, the I2(, z)
curve is shifted considerably in  compared to the I(, z)
curve. This effect is mainly due to the refraction of x-rays
inside the organic adlayer. Later, we show how this effect
can be used experimentally to determine d2 (also referred to
as dL in this work).
The fluorescence yield profile, (), associated with the
marker atoms distributed in layer m of a multilayer system
with flat interfaces, is calculated from Eq. 13 as
  zIm, zdz. (20)
X-ray reflectivity at rough interfaces
Surface and interfacial roughness effects on x-ray scattering
have been treated extensively in studies of x-ray reflectivity
(Nevot and Croce, 1980; Sinha et al., 1988; Vidal et al.,
1988; Krol et al., 1988; de Boer, 1991, 1994) and grazing-
incidence x-ray fluorescence (de Boer, 1996). In the latter,
a highly collimated and monochromatic x-ray beam strikes
a sample consisting of a layered solid at grazing incident
angles. The fluorescent x-rays from each layer within the
solid are detected as a function of incident angle. By com-
parison, samples used in a variable-period XSW experiment
are mostly of the soft condensed matter type, incorporating
relatively small amounts (mono- or submonolayer) of fluo-
rescence marker atoms that have little perturbing effect on
the electric field. In contrast, interfacial roughness has a
pronounced effect on the variable-period XSW method. The
latter has not been treated extensively before. We focus on
it here by way of better understanding how interfacial
roughness affects x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence.
A rough interface can be modeled as a Gaussian distri-
bution of the heights of small flat facets that make up the
interface (Sinha et al., 1988; de Boer, 1994; Kirchner et al.,
1995) (see Fig. 4 A for definitions) as follows:
Pz

1
21/2r
expz
2/2r2, (21)
where r is the root mean square interfacial roughness, and
z
 is the height deviation of an arbitrary facet from the
average position of all facets along the interface at z
  0.
The most common approach for calculating the x-ray re-
flectivity for systems with rough interfaces uses the formu-
las for x-ray optics at flat interfaces as a starting point and
treats interfacial roughness as small perturbations on flat
interfaces (de Boer, 1996). Two types of roughness factor
have been discussed in the literature (de Boer, 1994): the
Debye-Waller and the Nevot-Croce factors. The latter takes
into account refraction in the mirror, whereas the former
does not.
The Debye-Waller factor
The original treatment of interfacial roughness made use of
what is referred to as the Debye-Waller factor, rDW, defined
as (de Boer, 1991)
rDW expqz2r2/2, (22)
where qz  4sin /
 is the wave vector transfer of the
x-ray beam at the air/film interface (see Fig. 1). In the
electric field calculation across a series of interfaces, the
Fresnel reflection coefficient (Eq. 9) is multiplied by rDW
as follows:
Fm1,mR r rDW  Fm1,mR r 0, (23)
where Fm1,mR (r  0) and Fm1,mR (r) are the Fresnel
reflection coefficients at the (m  1, m) flat and rough
interfaces, respectively. For most of the variable-period
XSW data analysis reported previously, rDW has been used
because of its simplicity.
The Nevot-Croce factor, rNC
For surfaces with small roughness (qzr/2  1) (for rougher
interfaces see de Boer, 1996), or when the incident angle 
is much larger than c, Nevot and Croce (1980) derived a
roughness factor of the form
rNC expqzqztr2/2, (24)
where qzt  4sin t/
 is the wave vector transfer of the
transmitted rays and t is the angle of the transmitted rays.
For grazing incident angles (  1°), qzt  4t/
 
4(2  c2  2i)1/2/
, from Eq. 4. For x-ray scattering at
FIGURE 4 Schematic representation of a typical lipid sample used in
x-ray standing-wave measurements and how interfacial roughness, r,
convolutes with intrinsic marker atom spread, in, in the marker atom
distribution that is actually measured, . Mirror roughness is illustrated in
A as a series of vertically displaced facets whose surfaces lie parallel to the
x-y plane. The z direction is normal to this surface. The average mirror
surface height is assigned a z value of zero. z
 refers to the distance from
this average height to the height of a given facet at the mirror surface. zin
is the vertical distance separating a marker atom from the surface of a facet
in the mirror directly below it. Marker atoms, lipid molecules, and octa-
decanethiol (ODT) are represented by solid circles, lollipop figures, and
vertical lines, respectively. A and B represent the sample before and after
mirror roughness has been deconvoluted.
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interfaces in a multilayer system, Eq. 24 becomes (Cowley
and Ryan, 1987; Krol et al., 1988; de Boer, 1996)
rNC expqz,mqz,m1r,m2 /2, (25)
where qz,m  4m/
, qz,m1  4m1/
, and m and
m1 are the incident angles of the x-rays in layers m and
m  1, respectively (Fig. 2), and r,m is the roughness
parameter of the (m, m  1) interface. In practice, r,m is
likely different for different interfaces. However, for sim-
plicity, we assume that r,m and r are equivalent for the
multilayer systems under investigation. As applies in the
case with rDW in Eq. 23, the rNC factor is multiplied by the
Fresnel reflection coefficient (Eq. 9) to account for interfa-
cial roughness of the Nevot-Croce type.
de Boer (1996) has compared the effects of rNC (Eq. 25)
and rDW (Eq. 22) on reflectivity for identical values of r.
The results show that rDW attenuates reflectivity more than
rNC. For purposes of analyzing current XSW data, it is
necessary to determine which of these two models is more
appropriate. To this end, we compared fits obtained using
rDW and rNC for a set of typical reflectivity data in Fig. 5.
The best fitting parameters are presented in Table 1. Fig. 5
shows that the Nevot-Croce model fits the reflectivity pro-
file better. Furthermore, the parameters from the fit (Table
1) using rNC are physically more reasonable. For example,
the organic adlayer thickness, dL, obtained by using rNC, is
75  5 Å, which is close to the calculated maximum
thickness (80 Å, hydrocarbon chains in the LB film are
assumed to be fully extended in the all-trans configuration
and oriented with their long axis perpendicular to the mirror
surface; Itri et al., 1997). The corresponding dL value ob-
tained by using the Debye-Waller factor is 101 Å, which is
clearly unphysical. The roughness parameter, r, obtained
by using rNC, is 12.7 Å, as opposed to 4.5 Å, obtained by
using rDW. For comparison, the experimentally measured
surface roughness for a thin gold layer (d  350 Å) depos-
ited on an aluminum substrate is in the range of 10–15 Å,
as determined by scanning tunneling microscopy (Garnaes
et al., 1990). These results indicate that the surface rough-
ness parameter obtained by using rNC as opposed to rDW is
more reasonable. We conclude, therefore, that the Nevot-
Croce factor, rNC, is preferred to the Debye-Waller factor,
rDW, for treating roughness of multilayer systems on solid
substrates of the type used in the current variable-period
XSW studies.
Certainly, rNC represents an approximation for treating
the roughness effect. As such, it has its own limitations. In
what follows, we evaluate the range of  in which rNC in Eq.
25 is valid. Because rNC is generally a complex function, we
consider its magnitude rNC and apply the model to a
system consisting of a lipid/gold interface. The layer indices
are m  3 for gold, m  2 for lipid, and m  1 for air, and
the critical angles are 3c 7.73 mrad and 2c 2.24 mrad,
respectively. It is convenient to consider the roughness
effect as applied to the following three angular ranges:  
2c, 2c    3c, and   3c. First of all, rNC has been
shown to work well in the range  3c (Cowley and Ryan,
1987; de Boer, 1996; and Fig. 5). Then, for 2c    3c,
we obtain qz,2 4/
[(2 2c2 )1/2 i2/(2 2c2 )1/2] and
qz,3  4/
 [3/(3c2  2)1/2  i(3c2  2)1/2] from the
definitions in Eqs. 4 and 25. Because 2  2c, 3  3c,
and 2  3, we obtain rNC  exp[2(2r/
)2 3(2 
2c
2 )1/2/(3c2  2)1/2]  1. Therefore, in this angular range,
the rNC factor is physically meaningful and serves to reduce
the reflectivity to a degree that increases with r. Finally, for
  2c, where the evanescent wave field is formed in the
lipid adlayer, we have qz,2  4/
[2/(2c2  2)1/2 
i(2c2  2)1/2], qz,3  4/
[3/(3c2  2)1/2  i(3c2 
2)1/2], and rNC  exp[2(2r/
)2 (2c2  2)1/2 (3c2 
2)1/2]  1. The latter indicates that reflectivity increases
FIGURE 5 Experimental (circles) and theoretical (lines) x-ray reflectiv-
ity profiles for a multilayer sample in air consisting of an inverted bilayer
of zinc arachidate on an octadecanethiol monolayer self-assembled on a
1000-Å-thick gold mirror (Itri et al., 1997). The data were fit in the
3–9-mrad angular range using the Nevot-Croce, rNC (solid line), and
Debye-Waller, rDW (dashed line), factors to account for mirror surface
roughness, using Eqs. 25 and 22, respectively. The critical angle of the gold
mirror, c, is indicated. The following conditions for the experimental and
theoretical aspects of the work apply: x-ray wavelength, 1.265 Å; refractive
indices for gold, lipid, and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3.
Data were collected at beam line X15A of the National Synchrotron Light
Source (NSLS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory, using a highly colli-
mated and monochromatic x-ray beam and a pin diode detector. See Itri et
al. (1997) for complete details.
TABLE 1 Best fitting parameters for reflectivity data, using
the Nevot-Croce and the Debye-Waller factors to correct
interfacial roughness
Model
Parameter
v
2¶	 (mrad)* r (Å)# dL (Å)§
Nevot-Croce 0.23  0.01 12.7  0.3 75  5 1.8
Debye-Waller 0.15  0.02 4.5  0.1 101  5 5.4
Sample composition and experimental details are in the legend to Fig. 5.
The angular fitting range was 3–9 mrad.
*	 is referred to as the angular shift. It corresponds to the mismatch in the
incident angle between the theoretical model and the experimental data for
both x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence yield profile data (Itri et al., 1997).
#r, Interfacial roughness of the multilayer system.
§dL, Thickness of the organic adlayer.
¶v
2, Reduced 2, where v is the number of data points minus the number
of fitting parameters.
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with roughness! Therefore, rNC is not physically meaningful
and should not be used in this angular range. Moreover, this
artifact in rNC translates into others, such as the sharp
inflection seen at 2c  2.24 mrad in some of the calculated
fluorescence yield profiles (for instance, in Fig. 11).
The effect of interface roughness on marker
atom distribution
A schematic drawing of a marker atom-containing mem-
brane on a solid substrate is shown in Fig. 4 A. In practice,
such adlayers are deposited on mirrors with finite charac-
teristic roughness. As noted, roughness reduces the intensity
of reflected x-rays, and the effect is typically accounted for
by a roughness-related factor. The distribution function of
marker atoms within the marker atom layer (with a charac-
teristic width, which is referred to as an apparent width, 2)
corresponds to a local distribution function (with what is
referred to as an intrinsic width, 2in) horizontally averaged
over the whole interface (see Fig. 4 A). What we are really
interested in is in. It is obtained by deconvoluting the
measured , as described below.
Let us consider the sample shown schematically in Fig. 4
A, which illustrates the idea of roughness we wish to convey
and the coordinate system we are dealing with. The position
of a marker atom with respect to the average height of the
mirror surface is z, the height of the mirror surface directly
below this marker atom is z
, and the height of the marker
atom with respect to z
 is zin. The origin of the coordinate
system is defined such that the average height of the mirror
surface is zero, i.e., z
  0. Therefore, by definition,
z z
 zin . (26)
We assume that both z
 and zin are distributed randomly.
Then, for an ensemble average, Eq. 26 becomes
z z
 zin zin, (27)
because, by definition, z
  0. Equation 27 shows that the
mean apparent position, z, and the mean intrinsic position,
zin, are the same, as expected. Furthermore, for simplicity
we assume that z
 and zin are distributed independently, such
that zinz
  zinz
  0. (A situation where this assump-
tion does not hold is considered below.) Then, averaging the
squares of both sides of Eq. 26, we obtain
z2 z
2 zin2  2zinz
 z
2 zin2 . (28)
Subtracting the square of Eq. 27 from Eq. 28, we obtain
z2 z2 zin2  zin2 z
2. (29)
The variance in z is defined as 2  z2  z2 for the
apparent distribution and in2  zin2   zin2 for the intrinsic
distribution. From the definition of surface roughness in Eq.
21, r2  z
2. Then, Eq. 29 reduces to
2 in
2  r
2 . (30)
Equation 30 shows that the roughness of the mirror surface,
r, is convoluted into the apparent half-width, , from
which the desired quantity in must be obtained. Fig. 4 B
illustrates the situation after the interfacial roughness has
been deconvoluted from the multilayer sample in Fig. 4 A.
An obvious consequence of Eq. 30 is that the intrinsic
half-width, in, is less than the apparent half-width, ,
obtained by fitting the experimental fluorescence yield pro-
file. By way of example, for a sample with a single bilayer
of fatty acid salt on a monolayer of octadecanethiol (ODT)
and 1000 Å of gold used in earlier work (Itri et al., 1997),
reflectivity data analysis gave r  12.9 Å, and the fluo-
rescence yield data fit gave   16.3 Å. Substituting these
two values into Eq. 30 gives an intrinsic half-width, in, of
10.0 Å, which is obviously less than . In a more recent
version of the same measurement (unpublished data), for
which mirrors with 280 Å of gold were used, values of r
5.6 Å were obtained from the reflectivity data,   7 Å
from the fluorescence yield data, and a value of in 4.2 Å
from Eq. 30. Comparing these results from the two exper-
iments, we note that mirrors with larger interfacial rough-
ness, r, had a larger intrinsic distribution half-width, in.
This suggests that interfacial roughness not only increases 
directly from the convolution in Eq. 30, it also results in a
larger in. Physically, if the mirror surface is rough, it is
unlikely that the lipid molecules deposited on the mirror
will follow exactly the roughness profile of the surface (as
illustrated in Fig. 4 A). Accordingly, surface roughness may
induce some degree of packing disorder, which in turn gives
rise to increased disorder in the intrinsic distribution of the
marker atoms associated with the lipid molecules. This is
pure speculation based on a very limited set of data. None-
theless, it does make sense that in can be minimized by
using mirrors with the lowest r.
It is well known that for gold mirrors prepared by thermal
sputtering, which are available commercially, those with
smaller gold film thickness, dgold, have smaller roughness
values (Garnaes et al., 1990; Chiarello et al., 1992). Because
the apparent distribution half-width, , of the marker atoms
in films deposited on such mirrors decreases with r, mir-
rors with smaller dgold should be used whenever possible.
However, we certainly cannot go to the limit of dgold  0.
The question then arises, how small a value of dgold is too
small? To answer this question, reflectivity profiles were
calculated and compared for different values of dgold. The
objective was to find the smallest value of dgold that can still
support reflectivity, at least in the angular range  c. Fig.
6 shows the result of these calculations for dgold in the
100–1000 Å range, with the roughness parameter, r, set to
zero. The calculations show that for  c, the 200-Å-thick
mirror has a reflectivity profile that is superimposable on
that for the 1000-Å mirror. However, when mirror thickness
is reduced to 100 Å, reflectivity falls significantly at   c
and is larger at   c than that observed for the thicker
mirrors. Based on calculated reflectivity profiles where dgold
was changed systematically (Fig. 6), we suggest that mirrors
with a gold layer thickness between 200 Å and 300 Å are
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optimal for use in variable-period XSW measurements.
Thinner mirrors do not reflect x-rays efficiently, whereas
the thicker mirror is likely to be too rough.
Fluorescence yield profile for systems with
rough interfaces
In previous variable-period XSW studies, Eq. 20, developed
for systems with flat interfaces, was used to calculate the
marker atom layer fluorescence yield profile (Bedzyk et al.,
1989; Wang et al., 1991, 1994a, b). The implicit assumption
in such cases was that all interfaces in the system are flat.
Let us now calculate the fluorescence yield profile, (), for
a multilayer system with rough interfaces. The local or
intrinsic distribution function of the marker atom layer is
in(zin) in(z z
), and the interfacial roughness profile is
described by P(z
) in Eq. 21. The corresponding fluores-
cence yield profile is calculated as
  Im, z inz z
Pz
dz
dz
  Im, zzdz,
(31)
where (z) [  in(z  z
)P(z
)dz
] is the convolution of
the intrinsic distribution function and the interfacial rough-
ness profile. As shown in Eq. 30, the variance of the (z)
distribution, 2, is the sum of the variance of the in(zin)
distribution, in2 , and of the P(z
) distribution, r2.
NUMERICAL MODELING
In the following section, calculations performed to simulate
real samples examined by the XSW technique are presented,
using parameter values similar to those obtained in actual
experiments. Thus the sample used in these calculations
consists of a lipid adlayer on a gold mirror in air. The gold
mirror is deposited on bulk silicon, and a dgold value of 280
Å was used because, as illustrated, this represents the best
compromise as far as roughness and reflectivity are con-
cerned. The refractive indices used for gold, lipid, and
silicon are those presented in the legend to Fig. 3, and the
interfacial roughness effect on x-ray reflectivity is ac-
counted for by means of the Nevot-Croce factor, rNC.
Truncated marker atom distribution
To calculate the fluorescence yield profile of a multilayer
system with interfacial roughness, Eq. 31 is used, incorpo-
rating a Gaussian (Bedzyk et al., 1989; Wang et al., 1994a,
b; Kirchner et al., 1995), to describe the laterally averaged
distribution of marker atoms in the adlayer above the mirror
surface as follows:
z expzg2/2g2, (32)
where g is the position of maximum probability in the
distribution and g is the Gaussian standard deviation. As
noted, , which is what is measured experimentally, con-
volutes intrinsic width, in, with the roughness of the mirror
surface, r (Eq. 30). Furthermore, for Gaussians that are
truncated by natural boundaries at z  0 and z  dL, the
distribution of the marker atoms is more effectively de-
scribed by the first moment, z, and the second moment,
  z2  z2, calculated as
z
0
dL zzdz
0
dL zdz
g g
2/Cexpg2/2g2 expdLg2/2g2
(33)
and
z2 z2
0
dLz2 z2zdz
0
dL zdz
 g
21 gexpg2/2g2 dL
gexpdLg2/2g2/C
 zg2,
(34)
where C  g(/2)1/2[erf(g/21/2g)  erf((dL  g)/
21/2g)] is the normalization factor and erf(x) [ (2/1/2) 0x
exp(t2)dt] is the error function. For a sharp Gaussian
distribution function centered far from the adlayer bound-
aries, where g/g  1 and (dL  g)/g  1, and where
truncation is irrelevant, Eqs. 33 and 34 reduce to the result
for a simple, complete Gaussian where z  g and z2 
z2  g2.
To demonstrate the problem associated with using g and
g to describe a truncated Gaussian distribution function,
the fluorescence yield profiles, calculated using Eqs. 18–20
and 31, for two truncated Gaussian distribution functions
are shown in Fig. 7. The corresponding Gaussian parame-
FIGURE 6 The effect of gold mirror thickness, dgold, on reflectivity from
a flat, three-layer system consisting of air, gold, and bulk silicon and
calculated by using Eqs. 11 and 12. c is the critical angle of the gold layer.
Refractive indices for gold and silicon are reported in the legend to Fig. 3.
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ters are g  2 Å, g  20 Å (distribution 1, solid line in
Fig. 7) and g  10 Å, g  15 Å (distribution 2, dashed
line in Fig. 7). The two fluorescence yield profiles are quite
similar, and indeed are indistinguishable experimentally,
despite the fact that the g and g parameters for the two
distributions are decidedly different. However, the calcu-
lated moments for the two truncated distributions are quite
similar: z  16.7 Å,   12.4 Å for distribution 1, and
z  16.4 Å,   10.9 Å for distribution 2. This compar-
ison serves to highlight the problem of using g and g to
describe distributions that are severely truncated. In such
cases, it is misleading to report g and g. Rather, the first
and second moments, calculated from g and g using Eqs.
33 and 34, respectively, are the appropriate descriptive
parameters. Indeed, the fluorescence yield profile is sensi-
tive to the first and second moments of the distribution,
which, in the limit of a sharp distribution where g/g 
1, reduce to g and g, respectively.
Numerical calculations
As stated in the Introduction, the physical quantities that are
measured in a typical variable-period XSW experiment are
angle-dependent x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence yield
profiles. According to Eqs. 11 and 25, x-ray reflectivity
depends strongly on the thickness of the organic adlayer, dL,
and interfacial roughness, r. From Eqs. 18–19 and 25, the
electric field intensity of the x-ray standing wave inside the
organic adlayer also depends on dL and r. Accordingly, the
x-ray fluorescence yield profile depends both on dL and r,
as well as on the moments, z and z2  z2, of the marker
atom distribution function. In the following section, we
show quantitatively how dL, r, z, and  affect x-ray
reflectivity and fluorescence yield profiles by numerical
calculations, to better understand the relation between these
measured quantities and the physical properties of the sam-
ple. Reflectivity also depends on the thickness of the gold
layer, dgold, as was shown in Fig. 6. However, based on our
calculations using typical experimental values of dgold (cal-
culations not shown), the fluorescence yield profile depen-
dence on dgold is insignificant compared to its dependence
on dL, r, z, and . In what follows, only the effects of the
latter four parameters on reflectivity and fluorescence are
examined.
The effect of organic adlayer thickness on reflectivity
Fig. 8 shows four theoretical reflectivity profiles calculated
using Eqs. 9–12 and 25 for different adlayer thicknesses,
dL, with dgold  280 Å and r  5.6 Å. The reflectivity
profiles for dL values of 80 Å and 100 Å are similar, despite
the fact that the thickness of the adlayers differs by 20 Å. In
contrast, the profiles for dL  150 Å and 300 Å show that
the larger thickness introduces noticeable oscillations at
lower angles. The latter can be understood as follows.
Consider the three-layer (air/lipid/gold) system in Fig. 2.
X-rays with incident angles   c at the air/lipid interface
are either reflected (rays labeled Am1,mR,(0) in Fig. 2) or trans-
mitted into the adlayer. The latter are then reflected from the
lipid/gold interface and then transmitted back into air at the
lipid/air interface (rays labeled Am1,mR,(1) in Fig. 2). The
reflectivity R1,2 (in Eq. 12) can then be calculated from the
sum of the electric fields of the directly reflected x-rays
(Am1,mR,(0) ) and all of those x-rays passing through the adlayer
and transmitted back into air (Am1,mR,(n) , n  1, 2, . . . , ):
R1,2  n0 Am1,mR,(n) 2. Each time an x-ray wave travels
down into and is reflected back out of the lipid adlayer, its
phase changes by 2k1dL(2  2c2 )1/2 (shown in the expo-
nential function in Eq. 11). The oscillations in the reflec-
FIGURE 7 The effect of using truncated Gaussian distribution functions
on calculated fluorescence yield profile. The profiles were generated based
on typical x-ray standing-wave measurements using Eqs. 18–20 and 25,
and the following conditions: gold mirror thickness, dgold 280 Å; organic
adlayer thickness, dL  80 Å; interfacial roughness, r  5.6 Å. The
Gaussian distribution functions in real space are illustrated in the inset. The
corresponding z and  values are 16.7 Å and 12.4 Å for distribution 1
(solid line, inset), and 16.4 Å and 10.9 Å for distribution 2 (dashed line,
inset). Sample composition and refractive indices for gold, lipid adlayer,
and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical angle of the
gold mirror, c, is 7.73 mrad.
FIGURE 8 The effect of organic adlayer thickness, dL, on calculated
reflectivity profile. The profiles were generated based on typical x-ray
reflectivity measurements, using Eqs. 9–12 and 25 and the following
conditions: gold mirror thickness, dgold  280 Å; mirror roughness, r 
5.6 Å. Sample composition and refractive indices used for gold, lipid
adlayer, and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical
angle of the gold mirror, c, is indicated.
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tivity curve arise from interference between the reflected
x-rays (Am1,mR,(n) , n 0, 1, 2, . . . , ), each having a different
optical path and a different phase. To generate one full
period of oscillation in the reflectivity profile within the
angular range, 	, for an adlayer of thickness dL, the
corresponding change in phase must be 2. Specifically,
	2k1dL2 2c2 1/2 
2k1dL	
2 2c
2 1/2
 2. (35)
Therefore,
dL
2 2c
2 1/2
k1	


2 2c
2 1/2
2	 , (36)
where k1  2/
. Solving Eq. 36 for 	  c  2c  5.5
mrad,   5 mrad, and 
  1.265 Å (9.8 keV), we find that
dL  100 Å. Thus, to observe one or more periods of
oscillation in the reflectivity profile for 1.265-Å x-rays, the
thickness of the organic adlayer must be equal to or greater
than 100 Å, as seen in Fig. 8. (We note that the amplitude
of the oscillations increases as dL increases, because of a
stronger interference effect. Conversely, from Fig. 8, the
effect of dL on the reflectivity curve is rather small when dL
is less than 100 Å. These calculations highlight the fact that
the uncertainty associated with dL values obtained by fitting
to reflectivity profile data is quite large for films with dL 	
100 Å. In fact, recent studies on small proteins (carbonic
anhydrase and cytochrome c) deposited directly on x-ray
mirror surfaces, forming a monolayer of thickness 30 Å,
show that the uncertainty in dL values extracted from re-
flectivity profile can be as large as 30 Å.)
The effect of interfacial roughness on reflectivity
The manner in which interfacial roughness affects reflec-
tivity is shown in Fig. 9 as a series of profiles calculated
from Eqs. 9–12 and 25 and different values of interfacial
roughness r. In each case, dgold is 280 Å and dL is 80 Å.
Clearly, interfacial roughness reduces the magnitude of the
calculated reflectivity over much of the angular range stud-
ied. Physically, interfacial roughness gives rise to diffuse
scattering and reduces specular reflectivity (measured in the
x-ray incident plane).
It is evident that interfacial roughness has the effect of
shifting the reflectivity curves to lower angles (Fig. 9).
Consequently, the angle at which the reflectivity curve falls
off most rapidly, and thus the critical angle for an ideally
flat interface, decreases as roughness increases. This sug-
gests that the apparent critical angle for a rough interface is
smaller than that for a perfectly flat interface.
The effect of organic adlayer thickness on fluorescence
yield profile
To show how adlayer thickness impacts on fluorescence,
() profiles have been calculated using Eqs. 18–20 and 25
for three different dL values (Fig. 10). In each case, r is 5.6
Å, z is 50 Å, and  is 7 Å. The results show that for
identical marker atom distributions, different adlayer thick-
nesses give rise to very different fluorescence yield profiles.
This dL modulation effect establishes the basis for requiring
dL as a fitting parameter in the analysis of fluorescence data.
Accordingly, it is an important tool in the determination of
dL, especially for thin adlayers, where reflectivity is com-
pletely insensitive to and of little use in the determination of
film thickness (Fig. 8). Quantitatively, we find the uncer-
tainty in dL determined from fluorescence profile fitting
ranges from 1 to 5 Å for dL values of 80 Å with a relative
counting error of 0.5% (Itri et al., 1997). This highlights the
utility of fluorescence yield profile data in providing reli-
able estimates of dL.
FIGURE 9 The effect of mirror roughness, r, on calculated reflectivity
profile. The profiles were generated based on typical x-ray reflectivity
measurements, using Eqs. 9–12 and 25 and the following conditions: gold
mirror thickness, dgold  280 Å; organic adlayer thickness, dL  80 Å.
Sample composition and refractive indices used for gold, lipid adlayer, and
silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical angle of the gold
mirror, c, is indicated.
FIGURE 10 The effect of organic adlayer thickness, dL, on calculated
fluorescent yield profile. The profiles were generated based on typical
x-ray standing wave measurements, using Eqs. 18–20 and 25 and the
following conditions: gold mirror thickness, dgold  280 Å; mirror rough-
ness, r 5.6 Å; marker atom position, z  50 Å; distribution half-width,
  7 Å. Sample composition and refractive indices used for gold, lipid
adlayer, and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical
angle of the gold mirror, c, is indicated.
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It was surprising to us at first to find that the fluorescence
yield profile had such a strong dependence on dL. However,
this can be explained by inspecting the formulas describing
the fluorescence yield profile. According to Eqs. 18 and 19,
the intensity of the x-ray standing-wave field inside the
adlayer is proportional to the intensity of the electric field
just below the air/adlayer interface, E2(d2)2. From Eq. 15,
the effective transmission coefficient at the air/adlayer in-
terface is t1,2  E2(d2)/E0  (1  F1,2R r1,2)/F1,2T , where F1,2R
and F1,2T are the Fresnel reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients, respectively, and r1,2  [F1,2R  r2,3exp(2ik12d2)]/
[1  F1,2R r2,3exp(2ik12d2)] (note d2  dL) from Eq. 11.
Therefore, different values of dL yield different phase fac-
tors, 2k12d2, in r1,2 that eventually give rise to different
electric field intensities, E2(d2)2, and fluorescence yield
profiles. An interesting consequence of this occurs when dL
and the x-ray wavelength are such that the denominator in
r1,2 is very small (the resonance condition), and a reso-
nance-enhanced x-ray standing-wave field is formed (Wang
et al., 1992) for which the XSW electric field intensity,
E2(d2)2, at a certain angle can be an order of magnitude or
more larger than that at the same angle for a sample with no
adlayer present.
The effect of interfacial roughness on fluorescence
yield profile
To examine how interfacial roughness affects the fluores-
cence yield profile, the results of calculations using Eqs.
18–20 and 25 for three different values of r are shown in
Fig. 11 for dL 80 Å, z  50 Å, and  7 Å. It is evident
that a larger interfacial roughness results in a smaller fluo-
rescence signal in the 2–8-mrad range. The specular x-ray
reflectivity at the adlayer/gold interface is reduced by inter-
facial roughness. Because x-ray standing waves are formed
by the interference of the incident and specularly reflected
x-rays, the standing-wave electric field intensity (Eqs. 18
and 19) and corresponding fluorescence yield (Eq. 20) are
decreased as a result of roughness. One interesting feature
of the r effect on fluorescence is that it attenuates the
fluorescence yield more on the high-angle side of the fluo-
rescence peak position max. This is because the reduction in
reflectivity brought on by interfacial roughness lessens at
smaller angles, and is largest in the vicinity of c (Fig. 9).
However, for   c, where reflectivity is low, the total
electric field intensity exciting fluorescence is dominated by
the incident x-ray intensity (Eqs. 18 and 19). Hence the
fluorescence yield depends little on interfacial roughness in
this angular range.
The effect of marker atom position on fluorescence
yield profile
To show how the average position of the marker atom layer
in the adlayer affects the fluorescence yield profile, calcu-
lations are shown in Fig. 12 using Eqs. 18–20 and 25 for
three marker positions, z, with dgold  280 Å, r  5.6 Å,
dL  100 Å, and   7 Å. Thus, shifting the marker layer
further away from the mirror surface by increasing z
causes a drop in the angle where the fluorescence yield
profile reaches a maximum max. This effect can be under-
stood in the following way. Both reflectivity, R2,3(), and
phase shift, 2R(), in Eq. 18 change rather slowly with , for
 c. However, the phase factor 2k1z(2 2c2 )1/2 depends
strongly on . Substituting Eq. 18 into Eq. 20 and assuming,
for simplicity, that the distribution is relatively sharp, such
that (z)  (z  z) corresponding to a delta function, the
fluorescence yield profile remains basically unchanged for a
small change in , 	, as long as the product 2k1 z (2 
FIGURE 11 The effect of mirror roughness, r, on calculated fluorescent
yield profile. The profiles were generated based on typical x-ray standing-
wave measurements, using Eqs. 18–20 and 25 and the following condi-
tions: gold mirror thickness, dgold  280 Å; organic adlayer thickness,
dL  80 Å; marker atom position, z  50 Å; distribution half-width,  
7 Å. Sample composition and refractive indices used for gold, lipid adlayer,
and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical angle of the
gold mirror, c, is indicated.
FIGURE 12 The effect of marker atom position, z, in the lipid adlayer
above the reflecting mirror surface on calculated fluorescent yield profile.
The profiles were generated based on typical x-ray standing-wave mea-
surements, using Eqs. 18–20 and 25 and the following conditions: gold
mirror thickness, dgold  280 Å; organic adlayer thickness, dL  100 Å;
mirror roughness, r  5.6 Å; distribution half-width,   7 Å. Sample
composition and refractive indices used for gold, lipid adlayer, and silicon
are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The critical angle of the gold mirror,
c, is indicated.
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2c
2 )1/2 remains constant. This is equivalent to requiring that
a small change in z, 	z, satisfies the following condition:
	z
z 
	
2 2c
2 . (37)
By way of example, let us calculate 	z for a typical
sample where 2c  2.24 mrad,   max  4 mrad, and
z  50 Å. Accordingly, when 	  	max  0.1 mrad,
we find that 	z  1.8 Å. Therefore, an uncertainty of 0.1
mrad in the measurement of incident angle translates into an
uncertainty of 2 Å in the marker atom position. Equation
37 is also applicable to fluorescence data for thick films,
which have multiple peaks in the fluorescence yield profiles
(Wang et al., 1991, 1994a). The sensitivity of the fluores-
cence yield profile to z in the thick adlayers was examined
numerically (Wang et al., 1991), and the results are in good
agreement with those reported here.
The effect of marker atom distribution width on
fluorescence yield profile
How the distribution half-width, , of marker atoms affects
fluorescence yield profiles was examined by performing
calculations using Eqs. 18–20 and 25 with three values of ,
setting r  5.6 Å, dL  100 Å, and z  50 Å (Fig. 13).
Also included is a calculation using   30 Å, r  0 Å,
dL 100 Å, and z  50 Å, to remove the roughness effect
and examine more directly the effect of distribution width.
The results show that a finite  dampens oscillation and
broadens the peak in the fluorescence yield profile. A pe-
rusal of Eq. 20 shows that when the distribution function,
(z), is a -function, the fluorescence yield () (represent-
ed in Fig. 13 as a solid line) is proportional to the electric
field intensity, I2(, z). In contrast, for a sample containing
marker atoms with a nonzero distribution width, () is the
average of I2(, z) measured in the z direction across the
entire adlayer, weighted by the corresponding distribution
function (z). Naturally, this averaging procedure smoothes
out oscillations in the fluorescence profile, and when the
distribution is sufficiently broad, it eliminates the dip in the
curve near c. Consequently, the corresponding fluores-
cence peaks are broadened.
It is important to compare the effects on the fluorescence
yield profile of the two parameters that are related to the
disorder in the sample: r, the roughness of the mirror
surface, and in, the uncertainty in the position of the
marker atoms. When marker atom distribution is nearly
uniform within the adlayer, the corresponding fluorescence
yield profile is still reasonably well defined. This is illus-
trated by the dotted line in Fig. 13, which was calculated
with a broad distribution width,   30 Å, and a roughness
value, r  5.6 Å. To demonstrate clearly the sole effect of
 on the fluorescence yield profile, we also plot the profile
calculated with  30 Å and r 0 Å (solid circles in Fig.
13). These results show that when   r, the latter r has
a negligible effect on the fluorescence yield profile. It
should be stressed, however, that when the roughness of the
interface is too large (r  1/qz), the theory describing the
roughness fails (de Boer, 1991). This arises because of
random reflection from a very rough interface where the
phase shift, 2R(), in Eq. 18 becomes random. Hence the
incident and reflected x-rays are no longer coherently re-
lated, the XSW electric field is poorly established, and the
fluorescence profile is severely broadened.
CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the effects of interfacial roughness on
x-ray reflectivity and fluorescence, and of layer boundary
truncation on distribution functions used in data analysis of
the variable-period XSW method. The effects have been
evaluated from the point of view of basic theory and nu-
merical modeling. The purpose has been to gain a better
understanding of the method with a view to more effectively
using it to elucidate membrane structure.
In terms of interfacial roughness, we have shown that the
Nevot-Croce factor gives a better fit to our x-ray reflectivity
data than the customarily used Debye-Waller factor. Fur-
thermore, it was shown that interfacial roughness, r, is
convoluted with the intrinsic marker atom distribution
width, in, into the apparent distribution width, , in the
following way: 2 in2  r2, where  is obtained from the
fluorescence data. Because r is obtained from reflectivity
data, it is possible to deconvolute the latter relationship and
to obtain a measure of in, the quantity of interest in most
XSW studies of model membranes. Our calculations and
experience suggest that mirrors with a gold layer thickness
between 200 Å and 300 Å should be used in future XSW
experiments. This thickness range is consistent with high
reflecting power and a minimum surface roughness, which,
in turn, is associated with the smallest in. With regard to
FIGURE 13 The effect of marker atom distribution width, , and of
mirror roughness, r, on calculated fluorescence yield profile. The profiles
were generated based on typical x-ray standing-wave measurements, using
Eqs. 18–20 and 25 and the following conditions: gold mirror thickness,
dgold  280 Å; organic adlayer thickness, dL  100 Å; marker atom
position, z  50 Å. Sample composition and refractive indices used for
gold, lipid adlayer, and silicon are as reported in the legend to Fig. 3. The
critical angle of the gold mirror, c, is indicated.
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marker atom distribution, we have shown that the measured
fluorescence yield profile is sensitive to the mean position
or first moment and variance or second moment of the
corresponding distribution. Accordingly, the distribution
characteristics are better described by these parameters.
Because of problems associated with truncated distribu-
tions, the commonly used Gaussian parameters, g and g,
can be misleading and are not recommended.
Our numerical simulations show that interfacial rough-
ness decreases reflectivity over the entire  range of interest
in XSW measurements. The effects of adlayer thickness, dL,
interfacial roughness, r, and marker atom position, z, and
distribution half-width, , on fluorescence yield profile
were also studied. These show that elevating z causes a
shift in the fluorescence peak to lower angles. In contrast,
increasing the distribution half-width, , and increasing
interfacial roughness, r, have the same result of lowering
the fluorescence yield curve, with the effect most pro-
nounced below the critical angle of gold. Furthermore,
whereas  tends to broaden the entire fluorescence peak, r
has its attenuating effect more on the high angle side of
fluorescence peak. Finally, modulation of the XSW electric
field intensity and the corresponding fluorescence yield
profile by adlayer thickness, dL, is quite strong. This facil-
itates the use of dL as a fitting parameter in fluorescence
data analysis, which is more sensitive to dL than to reflec-
tivity, particularly for adlayer films less than 100 Å thick.
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